VI
THE GOLDEN AGE
1912-1918
Some years ago I was talking casually with Vice President
William Truett Walton and the conversation drifted into reminiscences. rrD. M. Wiggins and I were talking about our
school days recently," he said, "and we agreed that we were
here in the golden age." Now, most any loyal and enthusiastic
ex-student is likely to have the point of view that his times
were the best and that in his day the old school was at its
zenith. Walton's statement, however, was absolutely in line
with my own thinking. Institutions experience certain periods
of improvement, other periods when change is hardly perceptible, and occasionally times of decline. The first period of pronounced improvement for Simmons College was during the
infant years of this century, when O. H. Cooper extended the
curriculum and set out to make of the little school a first rate
college. The second period of high achievement came during
the half decade preceding World War I. It was during these
years that through a combination of personalities and conditions the college did more with the means at hand than during
any other time in its history. It affected more profoundly the
students within its walls and more nearly accomplished its
purpose with them than it had ever done before or has done
since.
This is an era about which I can write with a high degree of
objectivity, for I had little or nothing to do with bringing it
about. During the last two years of my student period there
were signs of its coming, and in the spring of 1917, when I
returned to the campus as teacher, I witnessed it as it drew to
an end with the opening of World War I.
The student body was increasing during those years at a
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healthy rate of growth. It grew during the period from about
325 to about 500 students in the fall term. More than half of
them, furthermore, were college students rather than preparatory, mainly graduates of the Simmons Academy or of the
best high schools in West Texas. Although some were present
just to be in college, the majority were earnest students with
good academic foundation for their day and time. The elective
system had not at this time forced a multiplicity of small classes. A few classes were too large, but in the main interest and
enthusiasm ran high. President Sandefer wisely scrutinized
requests for new departments and new courses. The only department added was that of domestic science and home
economics. Mrs. Sandefer urged that this program be added for
the benefit of women, and the president and the board approved the idea.
During these years Jefferson Davis Sandefer was at the
zenith of his influence with students, and his personality may
be described as invincible. I recall once seeing him persuade
the students to vote down a proposal that had just been made
with what appeared to be unanimous support. This was before
the age of committees, and his word was law. Still, I never
heard the charge of tyranny made against him. The most timid
teacher and the most obscure student alike could always get a
sympathetic hearing. Those of us who worked with him in later
years often felt that his sympathy went too far. He presided at
chapel; made speeches infrequently but talked briefly a time or
two each week; and the overwhelming majority of the students
of some ten student generations bore the stamp of his influence.
This is not to say that his admonition was always followed.
Indeed, his ban against cigarette smoking for any student or
teacher, at any time in any place loaded too great a burden on
the frailities of the flesh, and the rule was often violated in the
men's dormitories. The offenders did not, however, find fault
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with the regulation; they just failed to live up to it. The rule
was observed consistently on the campus and in the offices and
classrooms. It must be made clear that, on the whole, faculty
members in Simmons had a high degree of freedom. Before
employing a teacher, Sandefer was careful to have a clear
understanding about certain practices and attitudes and
within that framework of reference there was no interference.
He drew about him and was successful in retaining a corps of
dedicated and capable people. Most of them were named in the
preceding chapter, but there should be added to the list
younger men such as A. E Chandler and Joseph E. Burnam in
mathematics, and David W. Arnette in Biology. The administrative officers likewise became endeared to hundreds of students. Gabe B. Paxton, the first bursar, could be gruff, but
students knew that he had a heart of gold. Likewise his assistant and successor Thomas N. (Tommy) Carswell proved a
friend to many a student and exercised great influence in
college affairs.
There were other worthy men and women, but the list of
those named must be closed with Styles R. Anderson, director
of the Department of Music. As leader of chapel singing he
came to be known to every student. They might repeat in mock
seriousness his "all together now, get the rhythm"; but they
recognized him as the master musician that he was and were
happy to follow him in singing.
The seniors of 1915 were sincere when in the Bronco they
listed the faculty and indited "Greetings," closing with the
sentence: "We revere and honor you as men and women and
love vou as teachers."
The stellar athletic victory of this era was the defeat of the A
and M basketball team in a game dedicating Marston gymnasium in 1918. The game ended in a scene common in fiction
but rare in life as people live it. A and M was ahead one point.
Virgil Bradley (Little Brad he was commonly called to disting62
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uish him from his taller brother, Roy) had been knocked to the
floor and flat on his back he tried for a goal just as the
time-keeper's whistle blew. In spite of the handicap of the
thrower, the ball went neatly through the ring, putting Simmons ahead one point. We had won the game — provided this
last shot was counted. Had the ball left Bradley's hands before
the gun fired? The A and M people contended that it had not.
The time-keeper, the official whose decision was final, said
that it had. The men of the big state school took their defeat
with many protests and much grumbling about the earsplitting yelling of the Simmons fans. That night the Simmons
student body had made for their team truly a sixth man.
Still the urge to renew the playing of football lived on. If
Coach Martin went somewhere to referee a football game, a
group of men would accompany him, the game would be described in the next issue of the Corral, and students would
discuss it with as much enthusiasm as if it were their own team
playing. One issue of the Brand in 1916 gave generous space to
a write-up of the Oklahoma-University of Texas game. At this
time Abilene High School was fielding superb football teams
and Simmons students would attend the Abilene games and
not a few would go with the Abilene team on game trips. All of
these elements added up to one big question: Why does Simmons College not have its own football team?
Then, on December 15, 1916, theBrand in banner headlines
proclaimed: "Football Likely to Be Reinstated." It was in the
meeting of July 19, 1917, that Trustee B. W. McCarty moved
that football be reinstated and the motion was unanimously
adopted, along with President Sandefer's rules for players. As
was to be expected, it took several years for the college to
develop a football team that could make a creditable showing.
Social life during the Golden Age was quite wholesome. It
cannot be said that the students of the half decade preceding
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World War I were any more closely knit than their predecessors, but a larger percent of them had come up through high
schools where they had taken part in relatively full social
programs. Simmons in these years was, furthermore, just the
right size for maximum social development. There were
enough young people to add variety and enliven the place, and
still every student could know just about all of his fellow
students and all members of the faculty. Radio and television
had not arrived, and motion picture shows, though alluring,
were not so plentiful. The fact is that in these years most
students could not afford car fare and a ticket to the show too
often. Not all of them were as opulent as a certain young man
whose father wrote protesting that his son's spending was
costing him a cow a week. Thus he was spending about twenty
dollars a week, possibly twenty-five; and would the president
please try to check the boy against his prodigal ways. Prexy
called the boy in, preached the importance of economy, but
observed that he was not making much headway. The young
man explained that his father owned not less than five
thousand cows, that he was the only child away at college, and
he thought that the cow-a-week allowance was not extravagant.
These pre-World War I students were, furthermore, the last
to attend college before the auto and highways took away a
large percentage of students each week-end. Those students
who had good railroad connections visited home more frequently, but on any week-end seventy-five to ninety percent of
the boarding students might be found on the campus. These
students, joined by a substantial number of town students,
could make successful any party, reception, recital, or other
feature that they might undertake. The term system was in
effect, with a five day school week of Tuesday through Saturday.
Except for their variety and number, social functions were
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much the same as in the years preceding. The literary societies
had their open programs and their receptions; the college classes all had functions; and the seniors, with their "senior
privileges" engaged in one or more social affairs almost every
week. Student clubs seemed numberless and some of them
were nameless. Occasionally clubs had nothing more to hold
them together than mutual friendships and some amusing
incident. For instance, one group caught the Cowden Hall
janitor in a compromising affair, made him "buy the drinks,"
and named their organization the Banana Split Club. One year
fourteen young women (most of them were happily married
before many months had passed) chose as their title "Left on
Pa's Hands." It may have been more than a coincidence that in
the page in the Bronco opposite this group appears a circle of
young men over the title "Love With Discrimination." From
the group of men there came later husbands for some of the
women. Midnight snack gatherings often resulted in clubs.
Students who ate at the same table for a relatively long
period might make up a club. In my days we had a certain West
Texas family represented. As long as he lived, W. A. Daniel
was "Pa" to his college friends, Elijah Hicks is still "Ma" to
some of us, W. A. Mancill was "Jesse", and W. C. Reeves is
"Jim." In like manner there appears in the 1914Bronco a group
picture of the Cowden Hall "Dahm Family," with names that
endured. Among them was "Papa" (William) Hudson; "Mama"
(Eugene) Holman; "Buddy" (Milton) Clayton; and "Grandma"
(Kelly) Cox. Billie Hunt, old enough to have been the father of
any of them but a favortie among the boys, was "The Kid."
Occasionally a fraternity or sorority was organized during
this period. For instance, the Bronco of 1916 has pictures of
Sigma Pi for women and Rho Sigma Pi for men. The fraternity
AOK lasted for more than a decade. It was composed of most
excellent men with worthy objectives, but it existed in violation of college regulations, drew the fire of other student
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groups, and in 1926, when its existence was brought to the
attention of the administration, it was disbanded.
One excrescence started during this period, the practice of
hazing. No doubt the rapid increase in the number of college
students and the accompanying class consciousness accounted
for it. Apparently there was some hazing in Simmons at a very
early day, even before the turn of the century. Dr. J. M. Estes
stated in later years that he withdrew from the college for a
period because certain second year men insisted that he clean
their rooms. I never knew of any hazing in my student times.
Uppish new students were dealt with by ridicule and occasionally kangaroo court was held; but there was no strapping and
no menial tasks were required. Hazing seems to have appeared
in the year 1912-13 and by 1915 it was a common practice, in
spite of the efforts of faculty and administration to suppress it.
Some very worthy students firmly believed in hazing. It discouraged upstarts, they said, and forced a man to earn his
standing in the group before he asserted himself. It was said,
furthermore, that it enabled upperclassmen to require freshmen to conform to traditional college usage and made the
freshman feel (after the ordeal was over) that he really belonged. Conceding a measure of merit in these and other arguments in behalf of hazing, I have to condemn the practice
vehemently. The arguments all assume ideal people and the
best of conditions. In practice, too often leadership falls into the
hands of extremists who become drunk with the least bit of
authority and do to freshmen and require of them things unreasonable and outlandish. It caused me and my colleagues
great vexation and I would pronounce it the number one discipline problem in Simmons for a quarter of a century. In spite of
the fight against it, it continued through the years until the
veterans following World War II all but ended it.
There was college spirit in the Golden Age. Classes had their
melees. After umpiring a baseball game between the Clios and
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Philos that ended in a tie, Owen Green, who had played professional baseball, said that he would never umpire another intersociety game; too much feeling was in evidence. Everybody
united in the parade after the victory over the Baylor basketball team; and under the direction of the senior class of 1917
the Kollege Sirkus was a stellar event. These were the years
when the silent motion picture constituted the most popular
entertainment and many collegians dreamed of a career in that
field. Hence it was an event to be remembered when the senior
class of 1917 led in producing a play that was screened by a
professional producer, who spent a week or two on campus. The
title of the play was "The Freshman." "Smoky" Joe Clemmons
played the part of the Freshman; versatile Mildred Paxton had
a leading part; Coach Roy Bradley played that part in the play;
and a dozen other students completed the cast.
"We, the fastest growing most progressive student body in
the state invite you to speed up with us," ran an editorial in the
Brand of December 15, 1916. The writer continued by calling
attention to "the gift of a $25,000 gymnasium," and a "weekly
newspaper extolling our virtues."
Simmons is entering a new era. Pervading every classroom and every department of college life there is evident a new zeal and determination that Simmons shall
come into her own, both in point of unquestionable
scholarship and in the reach of her influence in blessing
the lives of the young men and women of this section of
Texas and of the world.
It has been stated already that in 1911 Beulah.Burkett had
written the words and music of a lively creditable song. One
verse of Beulah's song runs:
Come every heart and let us sing
The praise of old S. C.
There is no name in all the land
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So dear to you and me.
Dear Simmons we revere thy name
And our hearts Love we gave
All honor to the Purple and Gold,
On high may it long wave.
Then, in the spring of 1917, Jesse Hodges wrote the words
and music for the Simmons Anthem, submitted the work to
Styles R. Anderson, who did some revising, and the composition was first sung and published late in the spring semester,
1917.
Oh Simmons, hail to thee,
For famous are thy Halls.
Long may thy worth increase,
Long live thy noble cause.
Great are thy victories
O'er land and over sea,
Fair daughter of the West,
We love and honor thee.
When I first heard the Anthem it seemed profuse. The little
school was not famous and its victories did not extend far over
land and certainly not over sea. I could recall how in the
University of Chicago somebody would ask me what school I
was from, and when I would answer "Simmons College," they
would likely say, "oh yes, Boston." Now Simmons College,
Boston, is a school for women! Since that day, however, Simmons men and women have known both victory and defeat on
every continent and almost every sea. Not in war alone have
they served thus, but in times of peace as well. Even today
Simmons missionaries are to be found on every continent. So
Jesse Hodges' lines were prophetic. Wherever Simmons men
and women gather, the anthem well may be sung.
What about the product of this era, the men and women who
were trained here then? Comparisons are odious, especially so
when there is no method of measurement that can be accepted
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as final. People who remain in relative obscurity may be just as
worthy and just as useful as those who attain renown. Whatever the scale of measurement be, however, the men and
women in the half decade preceding World War I make a good
showing. These years supplied for the faculty such people as W.
D. Bond, Joseph E. Burnam, Ethel Hatchett, E. M. Landers,
Otto O. Watts, W. T. Walton, Hiram R. Arrant, and D. M.
Wiggins. For the board of trustees and board of development
the era gave such people as J. D. Sandefer, Jr., Solon R. Featherston, John J. Keeter, Horace Blackwell, E. Truett Compere
and Mildred (Paxton) Moody.
As the wife of Governor Dan Moody, Mildred Paxton was for
four years the first lady of Texas. Edward McFadden served for
many years on the Supreme Court of Arkansas. Rupert Johnson attained stature as a Wall Street broker. Carl Valdez and
Joe Clemmons gained national reputation in the field of
medicine and hospital administration respectively. For years
with the Bureau of Standards, F. T. (Tommy) Carson came to
be recognized as a world authority on the subject of paper. After
taking the doctorate at Yale, Claude Lloyd remained in New
England and attained wide reputation in the field of secondary
education. Carl Coke Rister was for a period the foremost
historian writing on Western America. Vernon McCasland
was long an honored member of the faculty of the department
of religion in the University of Virginia. Dossie M. Wiggins
headed, first, Texas Western College, and later Texas Technological College most successfully before he entered the field
of banking. As head of the world's greatest oil company,
Eugene Holman held a key position in supplying; fuel in World
War II. In one issue he was the "Man of the Week" on the cover
of Time Magazine.
These people came out of the student bodies of a five-year
period, but all the college students of those years would not
aggregate more than the present enrollment of one year. Cer69
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tainly there were scores of other worthy useful people not
named. I repeat that no matter what our measure be, it can be
said truly that the men and women of the Golden Age did well.
It was in this era that the Literary S was authorized as a
standard token of achievement in contests other than athletics.
Rules were set up allowing points for various services and
accomplishments. It was awarded to a number of people, but it
has been discontinued, probably through indifference.
On October 13, 1916, appeared the first issue of the greatest
publication venture that the college has ever made, a weekly
newspaper. What should it be called? The name should be in
keeping with the language of the range. The Quirt at first
seemed an ideal name, according to Joe Burnam, who was on
the committee for naming the sheet. No, Simmons Quirt would
make a sibilant, and with that name the paper would surely be
called The Squirt. Equally in keeping with ranching was the
name Brand, suggested by John Miller; and the Brand it became.
Mildred Paxton, who seemed to be able to do well anything
she undertook, was made editor. In fact, Mildred, together with
Raymond Foy, Horace Blackwell, and a few others had initiated and promoted the idea. They were warned not to undertake it. When it was difficult to get satisfactory news copy for
just a section of the Corral, a monthly publication, how did
these students plan to supply news to fill a weekly newspaper?
First, there simply was not the news, not enough was happening in the college to make news for a weekly newspaper; second, there was not a trained staff to write up what did happen.
With the self-assurance of youth, the young people ignored the
admonition even of Professor R. W. Williams, head of the
Department of English, and blithely proceeded with their publication. Foy and Blackwell sold the advertising, so that the
sheet paid for itself. There were times when the burden of the
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undertaking pushed the editor and her staff to desperation; but
the newspaper always came out and it has been coming out
weekly during the long term and occasionally during a summer term ever since. In recent years it has been a semi-weekly.
The major religious organizations were the Y.M.C.A., the
Y.W.C.A., the Ministerial Council, and the Mission Band, and
they were exceedingly active. It was brought out that the
Mission Band had grown from twelve charter members in 1903
to ninety in 1914. The Y.M.C.A. emphasized the study of missions, and in 1915 its four mission classes aggregated 130
members. The majority of these men and women were not
preachers or mission volunteers but lay students, willing to
give a little time each week for a better understanding of
Christianity on the different fronts. The annual college meeting was the chief religious, all-college exercise of the year. For
a week, chapel was given over to evangelical messages; there
was an evening service, and prayer meetings of various groups.
Within the limits of the sports engaged in, the athletic record
of the Golden Age was the most successful that the institution
has known. For four years Hubert Martin served as athletic
director and did nearly all of the coaching. In 1916, Roy Bradley took over Martin's work for a period and did some very
successful coaching until World War I interrupted the athletic
program. Martin resumed his work in 1918. Even with their
responsiblities as coach and athletic director, Martin and
Bradley were obliged to do some classroom teaching. Relatively more players participated in sports; intercollegiate and
intramural, than at any other time, before the department of
physical education was established. Classes, clubs, and all
other college groups were encouraged to put out teams, and the
percentage of men and women taking part in athletics of some
sort was in keeping with that of later years when the coaching
and directing staff was much larger.
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Since football was not played, tennis and basketball had to
absorb the interest of students in the fall, and directing the
numerous teams in these sports called for strategy and enterprise. This was the grumbling season, when students fresh
from high schools where football had been the magnet that
held student bodies together, missed the sport in college and
complained that life in Simmons was dull. Martin and Bradley
made of it a constructive period by keeping students busy and
spotting talent that would be used in teams later on. As winter
came on, outside basketball playing was sometimes an ordeal
for fans and players alike. With the mercury standing at about
twenty degrees and a norther whistling around the goal posts,
the thin crowd of spectators got cold and the thinly clad players
could not move fast enough to keep warm. At times fires were
built, crude windbreaks were improvised, and the game went
on. Reference has been made to Colonel Parramore's aversion
to abbreviated athletic apparel. While playing outdoors under
such conditions, there were times no doubt when players would
have favored a rigid enforcement of the rule recorded in the
minutes of the board of trustees on June 12, 1913, introduced
by Mr. Parramore. It stated:
We must demand of all players that all participants in
any game must not be dressed in a semi-nude condition
in public. . .
And if the players should insist on appearing in such
outlandish manner, then no ladies or girls are to be
permitted to enter the Ball Park as spectators while
such game is being played.
The resolution did not, however, appreciably help the basketball and track men in cold weather, for they did not change
their dress to overalls. The ladies and girls, furthermore, continued to attend the games. It is gratifying to be able to relate
also that failure to enforce the grand old ranchman's pet resolution did not in the least dull his enthusiasm for the college.
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Women also continued to be active in tennis and basketball.
Contests were mainly intra-mural, but were intercollegiate
whenever games could be matched. By this time the women
were playing basketball against Howard Payne. The team of
1912-13, which beat Howard Payne twice, consisted of Willie
Lou Darby, Bonita Morton, Barbara Davis, Anita Gregg, Lillie
B. Reeves, Mabel Williams, and Hattie Kilburn.
Coach Martin's strategy and efforts brought many athletic
victories for the college. The fact is that although it had been
played indifferently for several years, Martin brought basketball to Simmons and West Texas. He lost only one game in the
1912-13 season and the women's team was not defeated; in
baseball there were twelve victories out of twenty-one games;
and the track team made a creditable showing. The men's
basketball team of 1914-15 was not defeated. Although there
were less than three hundred men in school and there had been
no recruiting of athletes, forty men tried out for the baseball
team; and pitchers such as Carl Coke Rister, Cran Hardin, and
"Smokey Joe" Clemmons gave a good account of themselves.
Reuben B. Norman pitched a no-hit, no-run game against
Howard Payne and on the next day won a two to one victory
over that team. Jesse (T-Bone) Winters also pitched some great
games for Simmons. A writer in the Bronco of 1916 stated truly
that in the four years Hubert Martin had coached, the standards of athletics had been raised greatly and the very best
teams of the state might be seen on Simmons' schedule. As
coach for 1916-17, Roy Bradley won eleven of fourteen basketball games, one victory being over Baylor, and thirteen of
sixteen baseball games. That was the year that the first athletic S was ever awarded a woman in Simmons. Unfortunately I
have not been able to learn the name of the woman.
After he had read this chapter in slightly different form, D.
M. Wiggins (whose opinion must be valued highly) suggested
that in accounting for the accomplishments of the Golden Age
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we should give more emphasis to the faculty. O. H. Cooper,
Julius Olsen, George W. Mullins, W. F. Fry, J. F. McDonald,
and J. A. Tolman were not ordinary teachers. They constituted
the core of a faculty of rare quality. They were college teachers,
not university specialists. They taught their students well and
they inspired them, and the results of their work extended over
the nation and even to the remote parts of the world.
From time to time a new building delighted students, faculty, and friends and strengthened confidence in the college.
A new classroom building, later known as Abilene Hall, was
finished in 1913 at a cost of $30,000. Prexy was disappointed
that twice that amount and more had not been spent on a
bigger and better building, but he made the most of what he
had. Soon the chapel that the new building contained was too
small for the student body, and a decade passed before a larger
meeting place was provided. Rugged J. H. Parramore matched
$10,000 against an additional $30,000 raised from other
sources to build Mary-Frances Hall for women. The dormitory,
completed in 1916, was named for his wife, Mary, and the wife
of his good friend and loyal Simmons trustee, C. W. Merchant.
Although there was much to be desired. Mary-Frances was the
first dormitory built on the Simmons campus that even approached the dormitory standards of its day. For a third of a
century it was to be the college home of hundreds of young
women who would link it with golden memories; and in 1974
plans were announced for giving it renewing touches and making it an enduring structure. Marston Gymnasium, touted as
the most modern college gymnasium in Texas, was completed
in 1917, and named in honor of Edgar L. Marston, long-time
friend of President Sandefer's, who gave nearly one-half of the
twenty-odd thousand dollars that the building cost. In addition
to the cash gift, the Marston-owned Thurber Brick Company
supplied the brick at cost. Money for these buildings was contributed largely by members of the board of trustees, inspired
and led by the president of the college. The executive commit74
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tee of the Baptist General Convention of Texas granted Simmons $20,000 out of a denominational campaign for $1,000,000
for Texas colleges. The college cooperated with the denomination in this and other programs but continued under the control
of the Sweetwater Baptist Association.
Even with these new buildings, the campus had many ragged spots. A macadamized driveway circled the great open
spaces between Cowden Hall and Marston Gymnasium on the
west and the girls' dormitories on the east, but the area it
enclosed was largely unkept. In fact, the drive itself was a
liability as well as an asset, for autos were coming into use. It
seemed that every town student who could get the family car
away from home for an hour or two and every boarding student
who could manage to bring a car to Abilene for just a short
time, felt impelled to race a few times around the Simmons
circle. Their speed would not impress a driver of our own day
and time, but with the models of that day it was sometimes
little less than terrifying. It was fortunate that very few students then owned cars and relatively few had access to them.
On at least one occasion the trustees suggested that the
ladies of the Round Table (wives of the faculty) dedicate their
organization to campus improvement. The ladies promptly
replied that they were willing to help but that the task was too
great for them alone. Some progress was made, however. Mrs.
Sandefer, aided at times by the Round Table, devoted her
efforts to improving the triangle where the graves are located;
and the pecan trees that she set out there about 1910 stand
after these sixty years and more. Also here and there a
sidewalk was built and a flower bed maintained.
If the campus appeared unkept, even with considerable effort to improve it, the streets, more often referred to as roads
leading to the college, were as cattle trails through the brush
country. It has been mentioned that north of Eighth Street
there was a house just now and then, and the stretches between
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were thickets of weeds and mesquite brush thorny and impenetrable. The roads, or so-called streets, were not even
graded, and when quagmires formed in places, drivers sought
to edge their wheels over and away from the mud. Often the
brush made this impracticable, so they had to hunt new streets
or roads. To keep people from cutting tracks across the campus
in all directions, the trustees had it enclosed with a barbed wire
fence, leaving certain entrances only. During 1914, a rainy
year, Hickory Street became impassable, and the bursar was
directed to let down the fence near Simmons Street, in order
that vehicles might enter and leave the campus!
The street car service was exceedingly slow. The track left
the campus at Simmons Street, meandered southward and
westward, passed to the west of John H. Reagan Junior High
School site, and continued through pastures, interspersed with
wheat fields, with an occasional house, on through what was
then known as Valley View. Thence it bore southeastward, in
fashion equally meandering, to Pine Street, near the post office. It extended on southward and thence westward to terminate in the vicinity of the site of the Church of Heavenly Rest.
In my own student day's when there was novelty about the
street car, we used to take "street car rides" to the end of the
line. The round trip of some seven or eight miles could be had
for a dime, making it not an extravagant excursion event in
that day. By 1915, however, there was no novelty about it and
it took thirty minutes to get to town by that public conveyance.
Bob Smith, a college wag, used to say that one could leave the
car, milk a cow in the Merchant pasture, make a short cut,
catch the same car, and ride on in with the crowd. Even so, the
street car service was a great boon to students and teachers,
and it would have been difficult for them to have got along
without it. By 1915 there was taxi service of a sort, but it was
not dependable and its cost placed it out of student or teacher
reach except for special occasions.
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During these years a high percentage of students engaged in
extra-curricular activities. Five literary societies (including
the Phano, for preachers only) presented programs weekly, and
had debates, declamation and oratorical contests, and extemporaneous speaking. The Oratorical and Debating Council had
come to be an honors organization. In the fields of music and
dramatics there was maintained a full program. Far more than
in earlier years, the college was now matching its best talent
with that of other schools, and it won a good share of the honors.
In 1912, Wiley Elmo Roberts' essay won first place in the Texas
Intercollegiate Press Association contest; Edward McFadden
won first place in oratory the following year; Ethel Thomas'
poem won first place in 1914. The year 1917 brought a veritable shower of forensic victories. Walter Jennings and Jesse
Hodges defeated Ouachita college in debate and M. L. Hopson
and A. C. Miller defeated Trinity Unversity. It was just on the
eve of the greatest war in history up to that time thar Dossie M.
Wiggins won the state oratorical contest by his speech on peace
by arbitration.
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